NordMin
A Nordic Network of Expertise for a Sustainable Mining and Mineral Industry

Nordic Aggregates and Stones Workshop, NGU, Trondheim, 18-19 November 2014
NordMin 2013 - 2016

• Funded from the Nordic Council of Ministers
• Management at LTU
• Connect stakeholders of the Nordic mining & mineral sector
• Platform for existing and future Nordic cooperation
• Emphasis in Research, Innovation and Education related to a sustainable Nordic mining and mineral industry
• Maintain and increase the networked activities over time (after 2016)
NordMin Research and Innovation Programme and Strategic Agenda Core Themes

CT1: Exploration
CT2: Mining
CT3: Mineral processing
CT4: Metallurgy
CT5: Mine closure and rehabilitation
CT6: Social sustainable, acceptable and attractive mining industry and regions
Core actions

1. Workshops as a stakeholder forum

2. Research and Innovation projects

3. Post graduate program with joint Nordic courses

4. Preparatory projects based on outcomes from workshops
Preparatory projects (PP)

- Costs for establishing a partnership to develop ideas for leverage from National, Nordic or International (EU) sources
- Based on results from workshops and address NordMin leverage within the core themes

Total budget 1.6 MDKK
Call for preparatory project (PP) proposals on Natural Construction Materials sector

• PP proposal linked to a coming external call
• Minimum 3 Letters of Interest from 3 Nordic countries
• Max. funding 200 000 DKK /PP
• Application form: www.nordmin-network.org
• Submission: betty.christakopoulou@nordmin-network.org
Call timetable

• Call open for 4 weeks

• Evaluation by NordMin Steering Committee

• Decision within 1 month after call closure
National contact points

ICELAND
Bryndís Guðrún Róbertsdóttir
Icelandic National Energy Authority
bgr@os.is
Phone: +354 662 6857

FINLAND
Maija Uusisuo
Ministry of Employment and the Economy
maija.uusisuo@tem.fi
Phone: +358 29 5060222

DENMARK
Karen Hanghøj
Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland
kha@geus.dk
Phone: +45 9133 3851

NORWAY
Jack Ødegård
SINTEF Materials and chemistry
jack.a.odegard@sintef.no
Phone: +47 93059461

SWEDEN
Pär Weihed
Luleå University of Technology (LTU)
par.weihed@ltu.se
Phone: +46 70 6737 077

GREENLAND
Hans Hinrichsen
Mining and Contracting School
hahi@sanilin.gl
Phone: +299 532988
Management

Luleå University of Technology (LTU)

Pär Weihed
par.weihed@ltu.se
Phone: +46 70 6737 077

Sabine Mayer
sabine.mayer@ltu.se
Phone: +46 70 6401451

Betty Christakopoulou
betty.christakopoulou@ltu.se
Phone: +46 70 2911493

www.nordmin-network.org

Nordic Council of Ministers
Ved Stranden 18
DK 1061 C Copenhagen K
Denmark
www.norden.org